HEV Fleet Testing

Operating Statistics
Number of Vehicles Tested: 2
Distance Driven\(^1\): 321,574 mi
Average Trip Distance\(^2\): 19.4 mi
Stop Time with Engine Idling\(^2\): 14%
Trip Type City/Highway\(^2\): 50%/50%

Operating Performance
Cumulative MPG\(^1\): 21.6

Test Notes
2. Calculated from electronic data logged over a subset of total miles traveled equal to 277,426 miles.
3. Fuel economy calculated for this figure using mass air flow over dynamic vehicle operation.

2008 Chevrolet Tahoe Hybrid

Final Fleet Testing Results
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Chevrolet Tahoes - Monthly Fuel Economy

[Graph showing monthly fuel economy of Chevrolet Tahoes from February 2008 to May 2010]
